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Peptides as Biosorbents – Expanding the toolbox for Resource Recovery 1 
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Abstract.  1 

Despite many innovations, meeting both economic and ecological requirements remains 2 

challenging for conventional resource recovery technology. The development of highly 3 

selective peptides puts a new competitor on the market. We present an approach to identify 4 

peptides for resource recovery using Phage Surface Display. Here, we describe the 5 

development of peptides for binding of rare earth element terbium-containing solids and for 6 

removal and enrichment of the heavy metal ions of cobalt and nickel out of waste waters and 7 

leaching solutions. 8 

 9 
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Introduction.  1 

Usage of biology in mining was first commercially applied in the 1950s, when the 2 

exploitation of bacteria for copper extraction was patented. Since then dump bioleaching is 3 

the fundamental part for the extraction of valuables from marginal-grade ore. Heap 4 

bioleaching and stirred-tank bioextraction were utilized commercially beginning in the 1980s 5 

[1]. The increasing importance of biomining regarding the growing usage of bacteria and 6 

described reaction principles were comprehensively reviewed by Bosecker (1997) [2] and 7 

Johnson [3,4]. Even extraction of valuables from non-mineral resources as metallic wastes are 8 

nowadays being discussed. For most processes and bacteria used, even the molecular 9 

pathways are very well described and the intra-bacterial mechanism are known in detail [5]. 10 

However, up to now, biomining only covered the usage of bacteria. Bacteria are complex 11 

living constructs with constant need for substrates, changing demands and reactions 12 

depending on the conditions used for metal recovery. Interaction of metals and bacteria is 13 

mostly accomplished by different proteins and enzymes, such as cytochromes [6], with redox 14 

pathways typically used for bioleaching only contributing a small part to the complete 15 

metabolism. Unlike in bioleaching, where binding of target elements and redox 16 

transformations are equally important, in biosorption binding of target substances is of main 17 

importance. As a result, systems using chemicals with functionalities borrowed from nature 18 

are already being applied for bioflotation or e.g. flocculation. Therefore, the potential use of a 19 

proteinic biological system, which only provides metal binding capacity would benefit from 20 

leaving behind other biological fluctuations. It also becomes more attractive, as peptides and 21 

proteins usually show high sensitivity and selectivity towards their target molecules. For most 22 

biohydrometallurgical purposes acidification is also necessary, which is wasteful and not 23 

required anymore when only the metal-binding proteins are being used. Other biological 24 

molecular systems using complexing molecules, which are available for biosorption are e.g. 25 

siderophores [7].  26 

In this study, we describe how to select und utilize only the protein domains, which are 27 

obligatory for metal-interaction using Phage Surface Display (PSD). In the last decades PSD 28 

has mainly been used in medical context such as the discovery of diagnostic and therapeutic 29 

peptides e.g. for the recognition of cancer. However growing interest is nowadays drawn to 30 

the identification of inorganic binding peptides [8], e.g. hydroxyapatite for medical devices. 31 

Phage Surface Display uses the unique characteristic of phage, the combination of genotype 32 

(DNA encoding the phage structure) and phenotype (the proteinic structure of the phage) 33 

without the influences of living nature. Every living cell possesses a metabolism. It is 34 



subjected to a constantly changing environment resulting in a constantly changing structure of 1 

the cells. Phage however, can be considered as a molecular building block as they show no 2 

metabolism and variability of structure. For PSD, a DNA sequence coding for a short peptide 3 

motif, is added to DNA sequence of the coat proteins of the phage, resulting in phage 4 

displaying these short peptide motifs. Libraries of phage can be created that include billions 5 

of different sequence motifs, which can be used for the identification of target-specific 6 

peptides.  7 

Recently, usability of PSD for solid- and inorganic material binding was shown and is well 8 

summarized in the reviews of Seker & Demir (2011) and Care et al. (2015) [9,10]. However, 9 

application areas were mainly described in medicine and nanotechnology, e.g. for biosensors 10 

and biomaterials. With this work, we expand the usability of PSD and the boundaries of 11 

biomining by identification and characterization of peptides that are binding to metal ions 12 

from waste waters and leachates as well as binding to solids, e.g. from solid scrap for the 13 

recovery of rare earth element (REE)-containing compounds as shown in Fig. 1. 14 

Perspectively, these peptides can be addressed to genetic engineering for adaption and 15 

modification, e.g. for immobilization and reusability or to simplify heterologous production. 16 
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Materials and methods. 1 

Phage libraries and bacterial strains. Experiments for the identification of terbium-binding 2 

peptides were performed using the LX-4 library, a random PVIII phage library, kindly 3 

provided by Dr. Jamie Scott (Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, BC) [11]. Selection of phage 4 

and peptide sequences able to bind to nickel or cobalt was performed with the Ph.D.
TM

-C7C 5 

phage library (NEB, US), displaying randomized peptides on the PIII coat protein. All 6 

displayed peptides possess the amino acid sequence ACXCGGG, with X being a motif of 7 

seven randomized amino acids. The bacterial strain used for phage amplification was E. coli 8 

ER2738 (F’ proA
+
B

+
 lacI

q 
Δ(lacZ)M15 zzf::Tn10(Tet

R
)/fhuA2 glnV Δ(lac-proAB) thi-1 9 

Δ(hsdS-mcrB)5). 10 

Phage Surface Display for solid-binding peptides. Terbium doped cerium-magnesium 11 

aluminate (CAT) (Leuchtstoffe Breitungen GmbH, Germany), an indispensable part of 12 

fluorescent powder of compact light bulbs, was used for the selection of specific binding 13 

peptides out of recombinant phage library. Experiments were performed as described 14 

elsewhere [12,13]. The main steps are summarized below, for detailed descriptions please 15 

refer to Lederer et al. (2017). Samples of CAT were washed and subsequently blocked with 16 

Tween 20 and BSA. After extensive washing ~ 2 x 10
11

 phage particles displaying 17 

1.5 x 10
9
 different randomized peptides were incubated with the pretreated mineral. Removal 18 

of weakly bound phage was achieved by subsequent repeated washing. Elution of strong 19 

binding phage was carried out by lowering the pH or alternatively achieved by incubating the 20 

material directly with freshly prepared E. coli cells. Amplification of phage was achieved by 21 

infection of freshly prepared Escherichia coli K91 [14]. Infected cells were cultivated and 22 

induced with IPTG. Isolation of produced phage particles was performed via PEG 23 

precipitation as described elsewhere [14]. Enrichment of specific binding phage usually 24 

requires several rounds of biopanning with enhanced stringency to select strongly binding 25 

phage. Therefore, three rounds of biopanning were performed with increasing concentration 26 

of Tween 20 in binding and washing buffer. After completion of three rounds of biopanning, 27 

phage containing supernatant of colonies of infected E. coli cells was used as template for 28 

PCR amplification.  29 

Phage Surface Display for ion-binding peptides. The biopanning selection process of phage 30 

for ion specific binding has been accomplished using planar sol gel materials (GMBU e.V., 31 

Germany) with ion exchange properties. Experiments and preparations were carried out as 32 

described by Schönberger et al. 2017 [15]. Sol gel materials were prepared with cationic 33 



binding capacity using tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) and different polymers (15 % w/w 1 

Dispex N40, polyacrylic acid or polystyrene sulfonate). For biopanning the sol gel materials 2 

were loaded with divalent nickel or cobalt-salt containing buffers. Preparation, binding 3 

procedure, washing steps and elution were performed as described by Schönberger et al. 4 

Selection pressure in the different biopanning rounds was accomplished by lowering the pH. 5 

Elution was alternatively achieved by incubating the material directly with freshly prepared E. 6 

coli ER2738 cells. Amplification of phage was performed as described elsewhere [14]. After 7 

determination of phage concentration, the supernatant of the phage containing, infected 8 

colonies of E. coli cells was used as template for PCR amplification.  9 

Sequencing. Sanger sequencing was carried out by GATC Biotech AG (Germany). For the 10 

LX-4 phage library oligonucleotide primers were: (forward) 5’-11 

GCTCTAAATCGGGGGAGCT-3’; (reverse) 5’-12 

CATAAGCTAGCTTAAAAAAAAGCCCGC-3’. For Ph.D.
TM

-C7C phage libraries 13 

oligonucleotide primers were: (forward) 5’-GCAACTATCGGTATCAAGCT-3’; (reverse) 5’-14 

CCCTCATAGTTAGCGTAACG-3’. Amplified PCR products were used for sequencing and 15 

identification of recombinant peptide sequences. The primer sequences used for Sanger 16 

sequencing were 5’-CCCTCATAGTTAGCGTAACG-3’ (C7C) and 5’-17 

AGTAGCAGAAGCCT- GAAGA-3’ (LX-4).  18 

Binding Assay for solid-binding peptides. Pre-identified phage, derived from single clone 19 

amplification out of colonies of infected cells, were characterized concerning their ability to 20 

bind to individual components of fluorescent lamp powder and to quantify the selective 21 

binding behavior. Components tested were CeMgAl11O19:Tb
3+

 (CAT), Y2O3:Eu
3+

 (YOX), 22 

BaMgAl10O17:Eu
2+

 (BAM), LaPO4:Ce,Tb (LAP) and halophosphate (HP). Mineral 23 

preparation, phage production and binding studies were performed as described elsewhere 24 

[12]. Mineral dispersions were incubated together with the phage and subsequently repeatedly 25 

washed, resulting in the removal of weakly bound phage. Phage concentrations in input and 26 

eluate were determined and compared to the binding behavior of wild-type fd-tet phage 27 

(obtained by Dr. Jamie Scott). Calculated values describe the ratio of bound phage in eluate 28 

compared to phage input concentration normalized against the wild-type phage values. The 29 

binding assay for cobalt and nickel-binding phage was conducted as described here, however 30 

nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) sepharose with either immobilized nickel or cobalt was used as 31 

binding material. Same buffers as in the preceding biopanning experiments were used. 32 



 Competitive Binding. Competitive binding characterization was done using defined phage 1 

libraries of amplified phage. Libraries were created by using equimolar concentrations of 2 

phage (1 x 10
10

 Pfu mL
-1

), which have previously been identified in the biopanning process. 3 

The method was performed as described earlier [12,16]. 4 

Immunofluorescence. Fluorescence microscopy (Olympus; Japan). was used to compare the 5 

intensity of emitted fluorescence of minerals and phage, which were treated with fluorophore-6 

labeled antibodies. Phage were firstly marked with a primary, phage-binding antibody, which 7 

was subsequently treated with a secondary fluorophore-labeled antibody, specifically binding 8 

the primary antibody. Preparation of CAT mineral, phage binding, washing and sample 9 

preparation for microscopy were performed as described by Lederer et al. (2017) [12].  10 
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Results. 1 

Solid-binding peptides. Random peptide sequences with high affinity to CAT minerals were 2 

identified from the PVIII phage library LX-4. After three rounds of biopanning corresponding 3 

DNA sequences of the displayed peptides on phage of 80 infected colonies were amplified via 4 

PCR and sequenced. 11 different sequences were determined which generally showed a high 5 

content of amino acids with charged side-chains, especially lysine. KKQKCRTDACVTQM 6 

was the most-occurring sequence and was found 7 times, other sequences were found only 7 

with lower frequency. Table 1 shows a list of all identified sequences and the general 8 

composition of their amino acid sequences. All identified peptides possess a high proportion 9 

of charged, hydrophilic amino acids while hydrophobic and acidic amino acids are absent or 10 

occur in low frequency. For further characterization of the binding affinity of the peptides to 11 

CAT minerals, a competitive binding assay was carried out. 30 colonies of infected bacteria 12 

were characterized in regards of the displayed peptide sequence. Results can be found in 13 

Table 1. Interestingly the monitored sequence frequencies strongly differ from the relative 14 

occurrence of peptides after panning with the original library. Peptides, which were originally 15 

found in smaller proportions now contribute to nearly half of all identified sequences. Most of 16 

the identified peptide sequences resemble in their theoretical isoelectric point being above 8.8 17 

resulting in a positive net electrical charge at pH 7.5, which was chosen for biopanning. The 18 

most frequent sequences KKQKCRTDACVTQM (SB1), NEKKCKGARCTTVT (SB2), 19 

ATPKCKKKSCMTTQ (SB3) and ETKKCTTGPCKVVT (SB4) were chosen for further 20 

binding assays.  21 

Binding of amplified phage as ratio of phage input titer and phage elution titer was 22 

determined with CAT minerals for at least three times. Results are shown in Fig. 2. All tested 23 

phage had a higher binding efficiency against the tested materials as wild-type phage, 24 

indicating that preceded biopanning had successfully selected peptide sequences with high 25 

affinity to CAT. Measured binding efficiencies of sequences NEKKCKGARCTTVT (SB2 26 

84.3 ± 19.4), ATPKCKKKSCMTTQ (SB3 94.5 ± 29.9) and KKQKCRTDACVTQM (SB1 27 

128.6 ± 23.5) were in a similar range, while binding efficiency of ETKKCTTGPCKVVT 28 

(SB4 13.4 ± 4.7) was only slightly increased in comparison to the wild-type binding 29 

properties. Although being dominant in the competitive occurrence measurements, the 30 

binding efficiency was more similar to the wild-type phage than to the other identified 31 

sequences.  32 



Immunofluorescence labeling was performed to visualize the binding and to describe the 1 

distribution of bound phage, as shown in Fig. 3. Phage SB1 displaying the peptide 2 

KKQKCRTDACVTQM and wild-type phage were incubated with CAT and marked with the 3 

antibodies. CAT mineral is showing autofluorescence at 360 – 410 nm (filter U-MNU), 4 

however with filter U-N39010 (540 – 580 nm) fluorescence of the secondary antibody can be 5 

visualized. In Fig. 3 phase contrast and fluorescence microscopy pictures using different 6 

filters are shown. CAT minerals used had a size of 5 – 15 µm. Visualization of phage was 7 

possible with filter U-N39010 showing high fluorescence in picture B3 which is somewhat 8 

reduced after elution (compare B6). Only weak fluorescence was detected for CAT mineral 9 

treated with wild-type phage, which further decreased after the elution. Similar effects were 10 

seen for Phage SB2, SB3 and SB4 (results not shown). 11 

Besides the binding ability to CAT, peptides for future industrial purposes may need to 12 

discriminate between different materials. Therefore binding studies with CeMgAl11O19:Tb
3+

 13 

(CAT), Y2O3:Eu
3+

 (YOX), BaMgAl10O17:Eu
2+

 (BAM), LaPO4:Ce
3+

,Tb
3+

 (LAP) and 14 

halophosphate (HP) were conducted, materials typically found in fluorescent lamp powder. 15 

Results are shown in Fig. 4. Binding efficiency was calculated using phage titer before and 16 

after binding assays in comparison to the wild-type phage. Peptide sequences used for 17 

comparison were KKQKCRTDACVTQM, NEKKCKGARCTTVT, ATPKCKKKSCMTTQ 18 

and ETKKCTTGPCKVVT, which were predominantly identified either in original 19 

biopanning experiments or in subsequent competitive binding experiments using mini 20 

libraries. 21 

Binding behavior towards different materials differs between the tested phage. All tested 22 

sequences show a higher affinity towards CAT compared to wild-type phage (compare 23 

Table 1). While the binding affinity towards LAP and BAM of SB1 is equally high as for 24 

CAT (LAP 126 ± 6, BAM 148 ± 7, CAT 128 ± 23), both SB2 and SB3 show a specific 25 

binding affinity towards CAT, which is ~ 3 times higher as the normalized binding efficiency 26 

towards LAP and BAM. However, it has to be highlighted, that binding efficiencies for both 27 

materials and peptide sequences are strongly increased compared to the wild-type binding 28 

behavior (SB2: LAP 28 ± 3, BAM 29 ± 6; SB3: LAP 31 ± 0, BAM 39 ± 2). Binding affinities 29 

for SB4, which showed dominant occurrence in competitive binding assays, follow another 30 

trend. While the peptide sequence does only show a slight increase in binding efficiency 31 

towards CAT (13 ± 5) and LAP (4 ± 2), affinity for BAM is drastically increased compared to 32 

the wild-type phage (58 ± 37). All tested phage possessed affinities to YOX and 33 

halophosphate, which are comparable with the wild-type phage behavior. Consequently, only 34 



phage displaying the sequences SB2 and SB3 can be considered as selective for CAT in the 1 

range of tested materials. While SB1 shows equally good binding affinities for CAT, LAP and 2 

BAM, SB4 even shows a higher affinity to BAM compared to CAT. 3 

Ion-binding peptides.  Metal ions such as cobalt(II) and nickel(II) ions were chosen as another 4 

target for phage selection. Peptides specifically binding these ions are attractive bioligands for 5 

the construction of biosorptive materials. Biopanning was carried out on planar sol-gel 6 

surfaces. Sol-gels with cation exchange properties were fabricated using Dispex N40, 7 

polyacrylic acid or polystyrene sulfonate, as described elsewhere [17]. Selection pressure for 8 

peptide identification was achieved using lowered pH values over the biopanning rounds. In 9 

Table 2 all identified peptide sequences as well as their frequencies are shown. The theoretical 10 

pI of the peptide, calculated with Expasy ProtParam [18] and the general amino acid 11 

composition are shown because the net charge of the peptide and properties of amino acid 12 

side chains have a high impact on the binding behavior. In the biopanning experiments that 13 

were performed in order to identify cobalt (II)-binding peptides, 63 colonies were examined 14 

for their peptide sequence. 28 unique sequences were identified, whereof 22 sequences 15 

occurred only once. The peptides sequence MSTGLSS (SMC01) occurred 28 times, 16 

constituting nearly half of all analyzed sequences. Further the sequence VPILEGT (SMC02) 17 

was identified 5 times, and the peptides DRTISNK (SMC03), QNPGNTL (SMC04), 18 

SGTGASY (SMC05) and SSSVVTH (SMC06) were found with each two times. Especially 19 

the more frequent sequences except DRTISNK (SMC03) possess a low theoretical pI around 20 

4 – 5.5. All sequences also have a relatively high content of hydroxylic and polar amino acids, 21 

while charged amino acids are only found in smaller numbers and aromatic amino acids are 22 

nearly absent. Especially in case of sequences that are found only once, the theoretical pI 23 

shows a clear difference to more abundant sequences, having values of 8 or higher. In 24 

comparison, sequences that were identified to bind to nickel (II) ions generally show a more 25 

equal distribution. 29 colonies were sequenced and 24 unique peptide sequences were 26 

identified. Only SGTGASY (SMN01) occurred 3 times, whereas MSTGLSS (SMN02), 27 

NTGSPYE (SMN03) and TASQNFY (SMN04) each were identified two times. The general 28 

properties of the identified nickel-binding peptides are similar to the cobalt-binding peptides. 29 

In particular, the peptides have high contents of hydroxylic and polar amino acids whereas 30 

charged amino acids occur only in minor amounts and aromatic amino acids are nearly 31 

absent. Especially peptide motifs with a higher frequency show a relatively low theoretical pI 32 

of about 5, while the other sequences possess pI values typically > 8 but within a range of 4 – 33 

11.  34 



The binding properties of the identified peptide motifs were determined by performing 1 

binding assays comparing phage input titer and phage titer in elution fractions after extensive 2 

washing. Measured values were normalized against the binding behavior of wild-type phage. 3 

Results are graphically shown in Fig. 5 A and are listed in detail in Table 2. Binding 4 

experiments were performed only for the most promising sequence motifs. As shown in Fig. 5 

5A the normalized binding efficiencies of nickel-binding motifs were 18 times higher 6 

compared to the wild-type. Interestingly two motifs with the strongest binding efficiency 7 

towards nickel (SMN06, SMN12) both occurred in the biopanning with a frequency of 01/29 8 

and possess a pI above 8. The three peptide motifs SMN4, SMN01, SMN02, occupying the 9 

second place in terms of binding affinity, were found with a frequency of 02/29 in the 10 

preceding biopanning. All three peptides possess a pI of about 5. In addition, many sequence 11 

motifs were identified that show a binding behavior comparable to the wild-type even after 12 

three rounds of biopanning with increased selection pressure. Distribution of cobalt-binding 13 

peptide motifs was more uniform as shown in Fig. 5 B. Identified sequences showed a 14 

binding efficiency with 0.8 – 3.1 times higher than the wild-type. Sequences occurring with 15 

higher frequency generally showed a stronger binding affinity (compare SMC01, SMC04, 16 

SMC06). However, the strongest binding peptide motif SMC28 was found only once in the 17 

preceding biopanning. Stronger binding sequences tended to possess a theoretical pI of about 18 

5. 19 

As peptides for resource recovery need to be sensitive and selective, promising candidate 20 

motifs were used for further binding assays. Peptides, which were originally identified as 21 

nickel-binding sequences, were characterized for their binding efficiency towards cobalt and 22 

vice versa. In Fig. 6 selected sequences are compared regarding their binding affinities. 23 

Besides the normalized binding efficiency, the ratios of efficiencies for nickel and for cobalt 24 

are displayed. Some sequences (e.g. SMC15) bound nickel and cobalt in similar amounts, 25 

even if they were identified only in the biopanning for one of the heavy metal ions. 26 

Interestingly, the affinity of e.g. SMC17, which was selected as cobalt-binding peptide, to 27 

nickel is even higher. In contrast, SMC12 that was selected as cobalt-binding peptide, shows a 28 

high affinity for cobalt and a lower affinity to nickel. 29 

  30 



Discussion. 1 

Solid-binding peptides. Peptide sequences with a high affinity towards CAT mineral were 2 

identified from the PVIII phage library LX-4. Frequency of the identified phage differed from 3 

01/80 to 07/80. Sequences chosen for further experiments had a frequency of at least 03/80 4 

with the exception of SB4. This motif showed an initial frequency of 01/80 in the original 5 

biopanning but its occurrence in competitive binding assays drastically increased to 14/30, 6 

being the most abundant sequence in this assay. pI of all identified motifs was found to be 7 

above 8.8 with the exception of VDKKCKSDDCGAWH (theoretical pI 6.7). All sequences 8 

showed a high content of hydrophilic and basic amino acids. Acidic and hydrophobic amino 9 

acids were only found in small numbers with aromatic amino acids being nearly absent, 10 

although acidic amino acids were highly over-represented in peptides discovered by Ploss et 11 

al. to bind to metallic borides [16]. A high content of polar amino acids is consistent for all 12 

identified motifs. Especially the charged side-chains indicate a surface charge of the CAT 13 

minerals used for biopanning. As described by Curtis et al. [13], charged and polar amino 14 

acids interact with REE material. The basic amino acid mainly found was lysine (K) with no 15 

identified sequence containing less than three lysine. As the pK of the ε-amino group is at 16 

10.28, it shows a positive charge at pH 7.5 chosen for biopanning. However, pK ~ 6.0 of the 17 

imidazole side chain of histidine results in a negative charge of the amino acid at pH 7.5. Low 18 

occurrence of acidic amino acids may be due to the chosen experimental setup with the pH 19 

strongly affect the properties of these side-chains. One underlying mechanism may be 20 

electrostatic interaction, as shown by Hatanaka for peptide interaction with charged REE [19]. 21 

Chen showed, that the binding mechanism of several metal oxides was of electrostatic nature 22 

[20]. Also, Rosi and Chen described electrostatic interaction to be the main interaction 23 

principle between inorganic materials and peptides besides complexation by protein folding 24 

[21].  25 

Affinity towards CAT mineral was determined for peptide sequences SB1, SB2, SB3 and SB4 26 

which occurred predominantly in either original biopanning experiments or in the following 27 

competitive binding assays. Sequences SB1, SB2 and SB3 showed a strongly increased 28 

binding efficiency compared to wild-type, at least 80fold higher, whereas SB4 showed a 29 

slightly higher affinity (~10 fold). Interestingly, SB4 was predominantly found in the 30 

competitive binding assay, an additional round of biopanning. These shifts in the peptide 31 

composition and motif frequency within phage libraries can be the result of the phage 32 

amplification in E. coli, which is necessary for further panning rounds. However, every 33 

amplification step introduces a library bias, as previously described [22,23]. Amplification 34 



principles in bacteria differ from the biopanning selection pressure. Codon usage, amino acid 1 

preferences for bacterial infection, transport processes and protein folding strongly influence 2 

the composition of the phage library. Therefore amplification processes, although necessary, 3 

need to be minimized. High occurrence and relatively low binding properties occur most 4 

likely because of the previously discussed amplification bias, impressively illustrating the 5 

influence of only one additional amplification step. Bakhshinejad et al. demonstrated, that this 6 

loss-of-function may be the result of amplification advantages of fast-propagating phage over 7 

slow-propagating phage. Another explanation of the binding behavior and high abundance of 8 

SB4 may be, that adsorption to plastic surfaces [24] and albumin [25] cannot be prevented 9 

and may result in enrichment of phage with off-target binding affinities.  10 

Immunofluorescence did show the superior binding behavior of chosen phage SB1. High 11 

fluorescence of antibody-marked phage could be measured on CAT material treated with 12 

SB1, with little to no fluorescence detection of CAT treated with wild-type phage (compare 13 

Fig. 3 A3, B3). Even after elution, detection of high fluorescence was still possible, because 14 

strongly bound phage could not be removed with chosen elution conditions. These findings 15 

indicate, that SB1 might be a “super-binder” showing very high and resistant affinity to the 16 

target material. Similar results were described by Lederer et al. [12].  17 

For further characterization of the materials selectivity of identified peptide sequences, 18 

binding assays were performed with CeMgAl11O19:Tb
3+

 (CAT), Y2O3:Eu
3+

 (YOX), 19 

BaMgAl10O17:Eu
2+

 (BAM), LaPO4:Ce
3+

,Tb
3+

 (LAP) and halophosphate (HP), materials 20 

typically found in fluorescent lamp powder. For SB1, binding affinities towards LAP and 21 

BAM were equally high compared to CAT, while SB2 and SB3 did show high selectivity 22 

towards CAT with binding efficiencies being around three times higher in comparison to the 23 

other tested materials. SB4 however did show highest affinity for BAM, indicating that the 24 

mineral samples, which were chosen for biopanning may have been contaminated with BAM. 25 

However, this may not necessarily be true, as characteristics of CAT and BAM show 26 

similarities. Inorganic materials as CAT and BAM possess a complex structure, which may 27 

interfere with phage binding resulting in difficult biopanning experiments with e.g. the false 28 

positive identification of off-target binding phage [26]. In conclusion, peptide motifs 29 

specifically binding CAT as well as motifs binding a broader range of REE-containing 30 

materials were identified, paving the way to biotechnological solutions for REE recovery.  31 

Ion-binding peptides.  Besides the characterization of solid REE-binding peptides, we present 32 

the identification of peptide sequences for binding of the heavy metal ions of nickel and 33 



cobalt. Following the biopanning on planar sol-gel material with ion exchange capacity, 28 1 

unique potentially cobalt-binding sequences were discovered. With a frequency of 28/63 2 

MSTGLSS was the most abundant peptide sequence, followed by VPILEGT with 5/63. Four 3 

additional motifs were found with a frequency of 2/63. All discovered sequences consist of no 4 

to little numbers of aromatic amino acids. Different contents of hydrophobic, charged, polar 5 

and hydroxylic amino acids are found in the discovered motifs. Especially the high abundant 6 

sequences share a theoretical pI ~ 5. The lack of aromatic amino acids is in contradiction to 7 

the findings of Ueda et al., who described tryptophan (W), phenylalanine (F) and tyrosine (Y) 8 

to have high metal ion affinity because of their aromatic amino acid side chains. Additionally 9 

histidine (H) and cysteine (C) did show the highest affinity to metal ions, while both are 10 

rarely found in our results [27,28]. However, Ph.D.
TM

-C7C phage libraries naturally include 11 

two cysteines, which form a disulfide bridge, flanking the peptide motifs and possibly 12 

interacting with metal ions. Especially for cysteine these findings arise from the fact, that 13 

unpaired cysteines do have negative effects on phage infection, hence unpaired cysteine-14 

containing peptides cannot be found in the biopanning results as they add negative selection 15 

pressure to the containing peptides and may even not be present in the original library [29], 16 

even though it was described to interact with Cu(II) [30]. Cobalt(II), nickel(II) and copper(II) 17 

are also generally used for immobilization of histidine-containing peptides and proteins 18 

[31,32]. This explains why histidine is found in the identified peptide motifs, however 19 

quantity was lower than expected. When compared to the retention properties of individual 20 

amino acids on IDA-Cu(II) [33], strong binding amino acids histidine, tryptophan and 21 

phenylalanine were not found in excess amount in the identified motifs, however the strong 22 

binding amino acids glutamine, valine and leucine were routinely found. Tryptophan may 23 

therefore interfere with phage infection or phage protein amplification as Hansen et al. also 24 

described it to strongly bind to metal ions [34]. Differences in occurrence can of course be 25 

explained by different binding and elution conditions, which have a strong influence on 26 

retention and binding behavior [35]. Binding behavior of isolated phage was determined using 27 

the same conditions as used in biopanning. Binding efficiencies measured were found to be in 28 

a range of wild-type binding behavior to 18fold higher binding. Generally, motifs occurring 29 

with higher frequency showed an increased affinity towards nickel ions, however strongest 30 

binding motifs SMN06 and SMN12 were only found with a frequency of 01/29. These 31 

findings were discussed above and may the result of several amplification steps favoring fast-32 

propagating phage of slow-propagating phage [36–38]. Comparing motifs, originally 33 

identified to bind to nickel for their cobalt binding efficiencies and vice versa, we found that 34 



sequences were identified, which preferred nickel over cobalt, although being identified as 1 

cobalt-binders. Additionally sequences were found, which bind to both metal ions equally 2 

good and those, which prefer cobalt. Also sequences were found, that bind to both metals 3 

worse compared to wild-type phage. Reasons for this are explained above. Generally we 4 

expected the identified sequences to bind to both metals as they show similar properties. Still, 5 

we could identify motifs, which selectively prefer one specific metal ion, even with 6 

experimental setup not discriminating between both, as no negative biopanning was carried 7 

out to prevent selection of fast-propagating off-target peptide sequences. Adaption of 8 

biopanning setup could easily lead to selection of motifs with even higher specificity.  9 

Conclusion. In this study we demonstrated for both solid materials as e.g. CAT mineral and 10 

for heavy metal ions, that Phage Surface Display technology with appropriate biopanning 11 

conditions is suitable to identify peptide motifs, which bind to their target materials with high 12 

affinity and selectivity. Especially target material selection is nearly unlimited, promising 13 

wide application areas. We therefore propose the general usability of Phage Surface Display 14 

in resource technologies, opening completely new fields for biotechnological advances. These 15 

approaches are superior to conventional resource recovery technology especially comparing 16 

their ecological impact as in contrast no solid waste is produced and no harmful chemicals 17 

need to be used [39]. However, further characterization is needed to quantify process 18 

conditions, reusability and scale-up possibilities. Furthermore, for economic reasons, 19 

production of peptides most likely needs to be done by heterologous expression, which we 20 

could demonstrate to be simple and successful [40]. However, heterologously expressed 21 

peptides need to be carefully quantified with regard to their binding behavior and economic 22 

usability, as this may differ from phage binding results. In summary, we successfully 23 

transferred Phage Surface Display, until now mostly used for medical applications, to 24 

resource recovery, putting a new competitor on the market. 25 
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Tables 1 

Table 1: Summary of the occurrences of the selected, identified peptide sequences and their 2 

general amino acid composition. R arginine, H histidine, K lysine, D aspartic acid, E glutamic 3 

acid, S serine, T threonine, N asparagine, Q glutamine, C cysteine, G glycine, P proline, A 4 

alanine, I isoleucine, L leucine, M methionine, F phenylalanine, W tryptophan, Y tyrosine, V 5 

valine. 6 
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KKQKCRTDACVTQM SB1 128.6 ± 23.5 07/80 01/30 9.39 11 3 1 4 

NEKKCKGARCTTVT SB2 84.3 ± 19.4 03/80 03/30 9.39 11 2 1 4 

ATPKCKKKSCMTTQ SB3 94.5 ± 29.9 03/80 08/30 9.70 11 2 0 4 

VDKKCKSDDCGAWH   03/80 00/30 6.70 10 3 3 4 

HDKKCKRQPCVLAN   02/80 01/30 9.39 10 3 1 5 

FDKKCKSNKCLEVR   02/80 01/30 9.31 11 3 2 6 

PKKKCHPEPCQTCG   02/80 01/30 8.77 10 0 1 4 

KTEHCKKRKCPLDM   02/80 01/30 9.31 11 2 2 6 

ETKKCTTGPCKVVT SB4 13.4 ± 4.7 02/80 14/30 8.87 10 2 1 3 

KKKKCKKKICTTHT   01/80 00/30 10.16 13 1 0 8 

KKKKCKKNTCKNHT   01/80 00/30 10.16 14 0 0 8 
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Table 2: Occurrence, general amino acid composition and theoretical pI (calculated with 1 

Expasy ProtParam) of selected, identified cobalt (A) and nickel (B) binding peptide sequences 2 

using Phage Surface Display.  3 
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A   Cobalt-binding peptide motifs 
MSTGLSS SMC01 28 / 63 2.8 ± 0.7 5.28 3 0 4 0 4 
VPILEGT SMC02 05 / 63 1.5 ± 0.3 4.00 5 1 1 0 1 
DRTISNK SMC03 02 / 63 1.8 ± 0.5 8.75 2 3 3 0 2 
QNPGNTL SMC04 02 / 63 2.5 ± 0.9 5.52 3 0 4 0 1 
SGTGASY SMC05 02 / 63 1.7 ± 0.7 5.24 2 0 3 1 3 
SSSVVTH SMC06 02 / 63 2.3 ± 0.9 6.46 3 1 4 0 4 
DAKDLNS SMC07 01 / 63 2.5 ± 0.9 4.21 2 3 2 0 1 
DNDTKAS SMC08 01 / 63 1.5 ± 0.5 4.21 2 3 3 0 2 
GLTDTSN SMC09 01 / 63 0.8 ± 0.3 3.80 3 1 4 0 3 
KTSTHAI SMC10 01 / 63 1.5 ± 0.3 8.76 4 2 3 0 3 
MRDSKML SMC11 01 / 63 2.2 ± 0.6 8.50 3 3 1 0 1 
STISKAK SMC12 01 / 63 2.6 ± 0.8 10.00 3 2 3 0 3 
TASQNFY SMC13 01 / 63 1.4 ± 0.2 5.18 2 0 4 2 2 
TGQGGEY SMC14 01 / 63 1.5 ± 0.2 4.00 1 1 2 1 1 
TKTQTHA SMC15 01 / 63 0.8 ± 0.0 8.44 4 2 4 0 3 
TNHSAYH SMC16 01 / 63 2.7 ± 2.0 6.61 2 2 3 1 2 
TQMLGQL SMC17 01 / 63 1.4 ± 0.27 5.19 4 0 3 0 1 
VSPNKEA SMC18 01 / 63 3.1 ± 0.7 5.97 3 2 2 0 1 

B   Nickel-binding peptide motifs 
SGTGASY SMN01 03 / 29 5.9 ± 1.7 5.24 2 0 3 1 3 
MSTGLSS SMN02 02 / 29 4.0 ± 2.9 5.28 3 0 4 0 4 
NTGSPYE SMN03 02 / 29 1.2 ± 0.0 4.00 2 1 3 1 2 
TASQNFY SMN04 02 / 29 10.4 ± 0.0 5.18 2 0 4 2 2 
GSRSAQT SMN05 01 / 29 2.0 ± 1.1 9.75 2 1 4 0 3 
GTKGSLN SMN06 01 / 29 17.8 ± 3.0 8.75 2 1 3 0 2 
GYSSFNR SMN07 01 / 29 3.6 ± 1.2 8.75 0 1 3 2 2 
HHPVANT SMN08 01 / 29 1.1 ± 0.2 6.92 4 2 2 0 1 
HNETQKM SMN09 01 / 29 1.6 ± 0.6 6.75 2 3 3 0 1 
KDTSRSA SMN10 01 / 29 1.2 ± 0.1 8.75 2 3 3 0 3 
NAKHHPR SMN11 01 / 29 16.8 ± 6.5 11.00 2 4 1 0 0 
NGRAVNY SMN12 01 / 29 0.9 ± 0.5 8.75 2 1 2 1 0 
PGASVTY SMN13 01 / 29 1.1 ± 1.0 5.95 4 0 2 1 2 
RAEGTSE SMN14 01 / 29 1.0 ± 0.0 4.53 2 3 2 0 2 
RGATPMS SMN15 01 / 29 1.0 ± 0.7 9.75 4 1 2 0 2 
SLATDQK SMN16 01 / 29 2.1 ± 0.8 5.55 3 2 3 0 2 
SNNHSSM SMN17 01 / 29 2.2 ± 1.0 6.46 1 1 5 0 3 
STATPYK SMN18 01 / 29 2.4 ± 1.5 8.31 4 1 3 1 3 
TKTDVHF  SMN19 01 / 29 2.6 ± 2.0 6.41 3 3 2 1 2 
TSVLNNT  SMN20 01 / 29 2.4 ± 0.4 5.19 4 0 5 0 3 
VPILEGT SMN21 01 / 29 1.9 ± 0.8 4.00 5 1 1 0 1 
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Figures 1 

 2 

Fig. 1: Scheme of Phage Surface Display usage for biomining approaches. Peptides are used 3 

for separation of ionic species (left) and solids (right) and may be further optimized using 4 

genetic engineering for efficient heterologous production. 5 
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 1 

Fig. 2: Normalized results of the binding assays performed with CAT minerals and phage 2 

displaying the shown amino acid sequences. Binding efficiency was calculated by 3 

determining phage titer before and after binding and elution for selected phage. Results are 4 

normalized against wild-type phage. 5 
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 1 

 2 

Fig. 3: Phase contrast (1,4) and fluorescence microscopy pictures (filter U-MNU 2, 5 and 3 

filter U-N39010 3,6) of phage displaying the sequence SB1 KKQKCRTDACVTQM (B) and 4 

wild-type phage (A) to CAT mineral. Pictures were taken after phage binding and antibody 5 

marking before elution of phage (1-3) and after elution of phage with elution buffer (4 – 6). 6 
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 1 

Fig. 4: Comparison of the binding efficiencies of four selected phage to different materials, 2 

which are part of fluorescent lamp powder. Binding efficiency was calculated by determining 3 

phage titer before and after binding and elution for selected phage normalized against wild-4 

type phage. Materials tested were CeMgAl11O19:Tb
3+

 (CAT), Y2O3:Eu
3+

 (YOX), 5 

BaMgAl10O17:Eu
2+

 (BAM), LaPO4:Ce,Tb (LAP) and halophosphate (HP). 6 
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 1 

Fig. 5: Normalized binding efficiencies of identified peptide motifs determined in comparison 2 

of phage titer before and after binding and elution for selected phage normalized against wild-3 

type phage for nickel-binding sequences (A) and cobalt-binding sequences (B). 4 
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 1 

Fig. 6: Cross-binding of selected peptide motifs. Sequences found in nickel biopanning were 2 

characterized for their binding efficiency towards cobalt and vice versa. Binding efficiencies 3 

were determined as ratio of phage titer in input and eluate fractions of binding assays and 4 

were normalized against the wild-type phage binding behavior. For comparison of nickel- and 5 

cobalt-binding, the ratio of both binding efficiencies is shown. 6 
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